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Yealink BH76 Bluetooth Business Headset with Charging
Stand

Product Name: Yealink BH76 Bluetooth Business Headset with Charging Stand

Manufacturer: Yealink

Model Number: BH76 CS Teams Black USB-A

Yealink BH76 Bluetooth Business Headset with Charging Stand
The BH76 headset by Yealink is designed to cater to the wireless needs of modern-day users.
This headset highlights hybrid mode, perfect for those who split their time between the office and
home. Its sleek and appealing design earned it recognition as the winner of the prestigious Red
Dot and IF awards. The BH76 boasts ultimate comfort with high-quality fabric headphones and
features a unique retractable microphone boom that adds a touch of discretion for professionals
using it both in the personal and professional context.
Yealink BH76 Key Features

ï¿½ Includes wireless charging stand
ï¿½ Multiple microphones with Acoustic Shield Technology
ï¿½ 4 levels of ANC
ï¿½ Qualcomm aptXHD
ï¿½ Retractable hidden microphone arm
ï¿½ Up to 40 hours wireless battery life
ï¿½ Dual-side busylight for full visible angles
ï¿½ Excellent audio experience and all-day wearing comfort

With Business and Stylish Appearance
The Yealink BH76 Bluetooth Wireless Headset series is equipped with Yealink&rsquo;s uniquely
designed retractable hidden microphone arm with a magnetic slide. You can easily pull out the
microphone boom arm to obtain professional audio quality and hide the microphone boom arm to
obtain a stylish appearance. It allows users to enjoy music more simply and easily adapt to
various outdoor activities.

Multiple Microphones Acoustic Shield Technology
With the Yealink Acoustic Shield Technology, the five Microphones built into the BH76 block the
background noise automatically but ensure that the participant voice can be heard clearly, which
greatly boosts communication efficiency.

Ultimate Music and Calling Experience
Designed for music and calls, BH76 supports a dynamic EQ that can automatically switch
between call mode and music mode. With Qualcomm aptX digital audio algorithm, BH76 can bring
users a CD-level lossless audio quality experience. The BH76 supports 4 levels of active noise
cancellation (ANC) that can bring an excellent noise reduction effect for users in any noise
environment. The passive noise reduction performance brought by the new beveled ear cushion
design and oval memory foam of the BH76 can provide a great listening experience for users.

Multi-functional Wireless Charging
Its long battery life offers up to 40 hours, saving users from searching for a charger. The BH76
supports USB and wireless charging. The optional Qi charging stand for the BH76 provides easy
charging while keeping the device on the desk. This charger works for any mobile that supports Qi
and personal devices such as TWS.
Visible Busylight for Ultra-wide Angle
When users make a call or attend a meeting, the visibility indicators on both sides of the BH76
automatically glow red to reduce external interference and allow users to focus on the
conversation.
Yealink BH76 Technical Specifications 
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Audio

ï¿½ Active Noise Cancellation: YES
ï¿½ Speaker size: 35 mm &Oslash;
ï¿½ Speaker sensitivity: 117 dB @1 mW-1k Hz
ï¿½ Speaker max input power: 50 mW
ï¿½ Speaker frequency range: 20 Hz-20k Hz
ï¿½ Speaker bandwidth - Music mode: 20 Hz-20k Hz
ï¿½ Speaker bandwidth - Speak mode: 100 Hz-8k Hz
ï¿½ Microphone type: 1 directional analog ECM and 4 analog MEMS
ï¿½ Microphone sensitivity: -15.66 dBFS/Pa
ï¿½ Microphone frequency range 100 Hz-8k Hz: SBC
ï¿½ Audio codecs: Aptx-HDUser hearing protection: EN50332

Battery

ï¿½ Talking time: up to 35 hours
ï¿½ Music time: up to 40 hours
ï¿½ Standby time: 112 hours
ï¿½ Charging Time (cable): 2 hours
ï¿½ Charging Time (wireless charging): 3 hours

Connectivity

ï¿½ Connection (computer and mobile devices): USB-A/USB-C Bluetooth adapter, Bluetooth
ï¿½ Bluetooth&reg; device: Yes
ï¿½ Bluetooth version: Bluetooth 5.2
ï¿½ Bluetooth profiles: HSP v1.2 , HFP v1.7, A2DP v1.3, AVRCP v1.6, PBAP v1.1, SPP v1.2
ï¿½ Operating range: Up to 30m/Up to 100ft
ï¿½ Bluetooth pairing list: Up to 8 devices
ï¿½ Simultaneous Bluetooth connections: 2

Package Contents:

ï¿½ BH76 Bluetooth Headset
ï¿½ Wireless Charging Stand
ï¿½ BT51-A/BT51-C USB Dongle
ï¿½ 1.2 M USB 2.0 USB-A to USB-C Cable
ï¿½ Drawstring Bag Black for Headset
ï¿½ Quick Start Guide

Price: £131.10
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